Daring to aim high, scale new heights, spread our wings and fly far.
Year 4 Homework Takeaway Tasks
English
Practice spelling these words and write them in a sentence.
Roman
gladiator
toga
Solider
Boudicca barbarian
Emperor Colosseum centurion
If there are any words you unsure of you could check the meaning
using a dictionary.
Write a diary entry as if you were a roman soldier. Remember to
write it in first person!

Write a letter home to your family as though you are a roman
gladiator – remember to tell them what life is like and how you are
feeling.

Challenge activity
Research and create a biography of a famous roman e.g. Julius
Caesar, Augustus, Claudius.
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Maths
Complete the target maths sheet attached. Complete
either activity A, B or C (you can do them all if you wish!)
Write your answers in your homework book.

Foundation subject
Design a roman shield! Think about your colours and design
patterns.

Choose a times table that you are confident with and
write it in roman numerals. You can use a roman
numeral help sheet to help you!

Research Roman Coins. Draw one of the coins as neatly as
you can.

Example 6 x 4 = 24 VI x IIII = XXIIII
Write 5 questions that give the answer 21. Use as many
different number operations as possible.

Challenge activity
See Mrs Townsend for a selection of problems to solve
at home!

Reminders
Please ensure you are practising your times tables each day.
Please remember to read at home three times a week or more and record this in your reading record.
Spellings should be practised every day and you should write one sentence for each word

Create a poster advertising a Roman museum collection.
(This can be done on the computer)

Challenge activity
Design and make a game involving facts about the Romans.
This game could be a board game/card game etc. Bring it in
and play it with the class!

